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ROTHJNDA

SIXTY-SIXTH YEAR

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1987

SEVENTEEN

Miss Longwood Pageant Coming
Ten young women have been
chosen as finalists for the 1987
Miss Longwood Scholarship
Pageant.
They include a former Miss
Teen of Virginia, a former
district champion in Scottish
dancing, the president of the
Ixmgwood Company of Dancers,
three members of the Camerata
Singers, and the president of the
drill team. Four are finalists
from last year's pageant —
including the top two runners-up
— and four are on academic
scholarships.

— Melissa Little, a junior
The Pageant, on Saturday,
foreign
language major from
March 21, is a Miss America
preliminary, with the winner Smithfield.
— Carla
Lockhart, a
competing in the Miss Virginia
Pageant. Approximately $3,000 in sophomore English major from
Chesapeake.
scholarships will be awarded.
— Susan Ragan, a senior
The finalists were chosen from
physical education major from
30 contestants in preliminary
competition last December. They Newport News.
— Kelly Shannorn a junior
are:
marketing major from Virginia
— Elizabeth Cho, a sophomore Beach.
art major from Virginia Beach.
— Bonita Turner, a junior
Sandra
Clayton, a accounting major from Caroline
sophomore theatre major from
County.
Richmond.
— Sonja Venters, a junior

music education major from
Portsmouth.
— Anita Washington, a
sophomore elementary education
major from Glen Allen.
— Debbie Wood, a sophomore
elementary education major
from Chesterfield.
Miss Lockhart, last year's first
runnerup, was the 1985^6 Miss
Teen of Virginia. Miss Ragan, the
second runnerup, was the
Southeastern District champion
in Scottish dancing in 1983. Miss
Washington and Miss Wood also

were finalists in last year's
pageant.
Miss Shannon is president of
the Longwood Company of
Dancers, and Miss Turner is
president of the recently formed
drill team, known as the Lancer
Line.
Miss Lockhart, Miss Ragan,
Miss Turner and Miss Venters
are recipients of merit-based
scholarships.
Miss Clayton, Miss Wood and
Miss Venters are all members of
the Camerata Singers.

Spring Break:
Around The Corner
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. Many of the winter-weary college
students who head for Florida
this March will be breaking away
from more than classes — manywill also break the beach routine
for a day or two at Walt Disney
World.
The Vacation Kingdom's
Disney Break '87 is a great way to
enjoy all the one-of-a-kind
attractions in the Magic Kingdom
and Epcot Center at special
prices. Students who present a
valid college ID card when
purchasing tickets for a day at
either the Magic Kingdom or
Epcot Center between March 1
and March 31 pay only $18 — an
$8 savings compared to the
regular one-day admission cost.
The savings get even bigger
when a college student decides to
spend one day at both parks and
purchases the special Disney
Break '87 two-day ticket for $28 just $2 more than the normal cost
of a one-day admission. This offer
is also good March 1-31 when used
with a valid college student ID.
The tickets open more than the
doors to America's favorite
vacation destination. Every day
during Walt Disney World's 15th
Birthday year, guests are
walking away from a fabulous

vacation with presents. Walt
Disney World is giving away a
prize every 15 seconds guests are
entering the two parks. Prizes
range from souvenir hats and
pins all the way to a 1987
Chevrolet Cavalier or S-10 pickup
truck daily. Every student who
takes advantage of Disney Break
'87 is eligible for the prizes.
A special 15th Birthday Parade
winds through the Magic
Kingdom daily; and "15 Years of
Magic," a musical show which
has the famous Disney
characters appearing out of thin
air — and disappearing just as
mysteriously — plays the stage in
front of Cinderella Castle several
times each day.
Newest of the world-class
wonders at Epcot Center is
"Captain EO," the fabulous new
Michael Jackson 3-D musical
space adventure produced by
George Lucas and directed by
Francis Coppola. Exciting music,
action and special effects fill
every frame of this movie, which
can only be seen at Walt Disney
World or Disneyland.
Disney Break '87 offers college
students these and the other
attractions which please millions
of guests every year — at special
once-a-year prices.

COSMIC CONGA —Michael Jackson is star of "Captain EO," the new 3-D musical-narrative
space film which opens in September in Kodak's Journey into Imagination at Walt Disney World
Epcot Center. He wrote the music for the film — which was directed by Francis Coppola and
produced by George Lucas — that can be seen at Walt Disney World and California's
Disnevland.. and nowhere else in the universe. Copyright 1986, THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY.
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Guest Editorial
In the past, there has been many attempts to change visitation.
However, due to a lack of student participation this has failed to
occur. The Student Government Association is making a last ditch
effort to change the visitation policy, but to do so, your support is
needed.
The Administration is under the impression that the students
are uncertain as to what they want, so it is up to us to let them know
exactly where we stand. We want to change the visitation policy to a
maximum of 23 hours and no less than 12 hours (the present policy).
However, as stated before, this will never come into being unless
more participation, on the parts of the student body, occurs.
Last semester during the S.G.A. elections, only 741 students
expressed their feelings through voting for or against a change in the
policy. Out of the number that voted the following data was compiled:
84 percent of the students felt that the visitation policy should
be changed.
To the Editor
I'm writing a letter in defense
of any involved student at
I-ongwood. What is the big deal
with Greeks? Why do you feel
discriminated against? Do you
realize after you pay dues that
you really are no different from
other students?
Fraternities and sororities are
social organizations as opposed
to groups like APO and Delta
Sigma Pi, which are service and
professional organizations.
Maybe because you are a social
organization, you are considered
To the Editor
I would like to make a
comment on the parking situation
here on campus. Once the library
is built the day student parking
lot will be eliminated, therefore
there will be even less parking for
students. During the week the
teachers have over half the
parking. The students do not like
to take their cars out to go to the
store for fear of '"cruising for an

a partying organization.
Some students are involved in
many organizations. They have
common bonds, values and
morals also. Just because you
wear letters doesn't mean you're
singled out. People with red hair,
short bodies and weird clothes
are singled out too.
I guess after every rush week
new Greeks will try to assess why
they are different. The funny
thing is Greeks are no different.
A student is a student is a
student.
A Proud GDI
hour" looking for a parking
place.
Granted there are proposed
plans for more parking, but how
long is it going to take to get those
plans started. What I would like
to know is if the school plans to do
the proposed parking before or
after the library is built. If it is
after, where do you suppose
people will park while the school
gets the parking lots complete?
Christine Pentico
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To the Editor
First of all, we'd like to thank
you for the favorable write up of
the Dining Hall and its
improvements in the last edition
of The Rotunda. However, we feel
appropriate recognition was not
given to all the parties involved in
the improvement.
Miss Doris Carey should be
recognized and be given the full
credit due her. At times, she has
been the single driving force
behind family-style dining. She
has made family-style work out,
in the worst and best of times.
While there has been a decrease
of students willing to work in the
Dining Hall, those who have
stayed feel a great sense of
loyalty to Miss Carey.
In addition to Miss Carey, we
feel that we have one of the
greatest bunch of student
employees ever — and they work
hard to make it all come
together.
In closing, we'd like to express
our appreciation to both Miss
Carey and all the student
employees for all their efforts.
Sincerely,
The Student
Supervisors

To the Editor
Greek Row, what's on a lot of
people's mind, especially those in
fraternities and sororities. I am
all for Greek Row. It will
individualize the sororities and
fraternities from one another.
Upon putting in a Greek Row,
dorm space will open up for
students. Stubbs will open up
completely as well as floors in
Curry and Frazer. I do

understand that not every single
person will be able to live in their
specific house, but some will be
able to. For those who do not live
in the house, they can live on
campus as some do now. I realize
it is going to be awhile before any
of these plans come through, but
when they do the extra housing
will help tremedously.
Christine Pentico

Frankly Speaki ng
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The Spirit Of CHI Lives

Editor In Chief

John Steve

36 percent of the students felt that the change should be only
for upperclassmen.
60 percent of the students felt that both weekend and weekly
visitation hours should be the same.
40 percent of the students felt that each dorm should be able to
set its own policy.
Although the number of participating students was somewhat
high, it was not a sufficient response. If the present policy is to
change, we need at least one thousand (1,000) students to respond to
the newly formed survey. The survey will be passed out by your R.A.
(Resident Assistant) this week. Please fill it out and return to your
R.A. no later than 12:00 p.m. Monday.
The results will be tallied and publicized in The Rotunda. We will
then let you know what will happen next. Together we can pull this
off, but only with your support. Remember, fill out the survey and
return to your R.A. as soon as possible.
S.G.A. Residence Life Board

Bill Moore

Through the dark of night

And on the campus too, we

The spirit of CHI walks on

Bind the blue and white

Bearing blue and white

The spirit of CHI walks on

The spirit of CHI walks on
Throughout the days of Longwood,

CHI is you, the students of Longwood.

Strong ties of blue

CHI represents enthusiasm, pride, honor,

Although the years may pass by

loyalty and character Through you. CHI

CHI will be there too

works fo promote spirit by binding together

Clad in robes of blue

all the different elements that comprise

The secref of CHI is kept

Longwood The spirit of CHI challenges you

Hold the torch of spirit long,

to reach your fullest potential CHI, and

Keep it strong

Longwood spirit would not exist without campus

Down the Collonades

support, because CHI IS YOU
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
In a recent letter to the editor in
The Chronicle of Higher
Education (February 4, 1987), a
political science professor
referred to you, today's college
students, as "uncaring, insipid,
and drab... a disgrace....either
sponges or clones...Their ability
to think seemingly abandoned
them at birth..." You get the
general idea, right? Not a very
flattering portrayal, to say the
least—but it's an attitude that I
would suggest is on the minds, if
not the lips, of many educators
today. While this indictment is no
doubt intentionally overstated,
there is enough truth in it to be
taken seriously.
Be honest—what have YOU
done lately to demonstrate that
this image of college students is
anything but right on target? I've
worked with Longwood students
in a variety of roles in my time
here—as a coach, as a classroom
teacher, as an advisor, as a
researcher—and while I would
say that most of you are not an
unthinking 'disgrace," there are
To the Editor,
Another snowfall of more than
a foot hit Farmville this past
week, bringing the total of big
snowfalls in the past month up to
three. This, of course, caused the
usual
assortment
of
"inconveniences" to the students
and employees of the college;
slippery sidewalks, snow bound
cars, and wet feet. However, the
students were also beset by
another inconvenience following
the storms; the inconvenience of
not knowing if classes were
cancelled.
The first snow came in late
January, dumping 13 inches of
snow on the ground and
subsequently cancelling classes
the following day. It was the next
night that the confusion started.
Nobody knew what to expect, as
the administration delayed its
decision until the following
morning. With the snow having
stopped earlier that afternoon,
and with road crews working on
the streets, it should have been
easy enough to decide about
classes by ten o'clock that
evening.
Last week's snow was no
different. Farmville got pounded
with 14 inches of new snow the
night of February 16. And, as it
was with the two previous snows,
the administration delayed its
decision whether or not to close
school until the next morning.

v

some areas ot concern which you anyway. Lacking a real sense of
need to confront, in yourself and hope, without a feeling that even
with your peers:
if you can't change society in a
passivity—I don't see many dramatic fashion, you can at
Longwood students engaging in least control your own life and
an active way in their education, educational experience, I can see
especially in the classroom how one's philosophy of life might
setting. Many times it seems like sink to "fight for your right to
you're not thinking because you party"!!
don't voice your opinions,
narrow vocationalism—I
preferring to sit back passively personally see nothing wrong
and let someone else take the with being career-oriented, but
risk. You let the teacher do most, too many students are oriented
if not all, the talking, and don't not to their careers, but to their
ask questions even if you're first job only, being concerned
confused or uncertain about about having a guarantee that
something. More broadly, you they'll get that dream job right
drift into college because your out of college and make megaparents think it's a good idea and bucks. The reality is that in the
you don't have anything better to work world of the present and
do, and you drift through four (or future, if you want to be truly
more) years collecting course career-oriented you'd develop the
credits with little or no sense of best writing, communicating,
what any of it really means or and thinking skills you could
how it connects to life in the "real develop and then be prepared to
be as adaptable as possible in
world."
powerlessness—It seems like approaching your career.
Now, don't you feel betterthe issue of passivity and being
unengaged is in part a function of instead of being "uncaring,
feeling helpless, as if nothing you insipid, and drab," you're
could do or say would matter passive, helpless, and narrow!
This despite the fact that
everything was already covered
with 6 inches of snow by 11:00
p.m. that night.
What I'm leading up to with
this is one simple fact: these
decision delays distract the
students. Generally, we either
have classes, or we don't. That
hasn't been the case lately. The
sense of doubt that lingered
following the storms has caused
much of the student body to
behave rather strangely. Last
Monday night, many students
merely sat around and watched
the snow fall. Whereas, on
Tuesday night, with the evidence
pointing towards the college
being open on Wednesday,
students packed the Lancer Cafe
so full there wasn't room to walk.
Such is the case when the
administration delays
Such is the case when the
administration delays deciding.
Longwood, I suggest you set up
some sort of standardized
system, whereby we would know
whether to get up early or not. If
it looks perfectly obvious, as was
the case on the 16th, tell us before
we go to bed—say, at 11:00 p.m. If
it's not that obvious, or if
something happens after
midnight, then tell us the
following morning. This should
make things a little easier for all
of us.
Jim Long

A American Heart

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Believe it or not, this shift is an
improvement, because I think
you can do something about the
picture I presented to you. It's
well within your capacity and
your control to become more
involved with your education in
college, to actively engage in the
opportunities around you so can
achieve success at Longwood and
in life. You'll have to make the
effort, though, to go beyond
sitting quietly in class, beyond
the din of D.T.'s, beyond the
beery haze of the frat party—to
ask questions, to take a positive
role in student or hall
government, to find leadership
roles on campus that will allow
you to develop critical life skills
while making a contribution to
the campus environment. Joining
a student organization is one way
to accomplish these goals, but I
also think you need to engage
your brain in and out of the
classroom, and do something
about concerns you have rather
than just bitching. If you don't
like the way your classes are
taught, find a constructive way to

voice those concerns (a studentrun faculty evaluation system
was proposed this past weekend,
which might be a real good idea).
If you don't like the housing
situation, get involved in your
hall council or in the residence
life committees currently
meeting to make suggestions
about improvements. If you
honestly feel that "there's
nothing to do around here," work
through S-UN or other campus
groups (perhaps a joint effort
among several campus groups)
to sponsor additional activities.
Of course, you may not get
everything you want—but you
won't know that until you try, and
besides, the process will be
worthwhile either way. Then
again, perhaps it's easier to drift
along, marking time waiting to
be handed a diploma, mumbling
complaints under your breathjust don't be surprised when
someone calls you "a disgrace."
Bill Moore,
Student Development Educator

SGA Minutes
Orientation
— 44 applications for 30
positions
— Selection will be announced
by Tues. March 3
— Orientation sessions
July 1-2
July 6-7
July 9-10
— New theme is Preview '87
Honor Board
No cases because of snow
Freshmen Class
— Constitution-working
— Budget set for allotment
— Mixer-step back in time
— No talent show
— Team for oozzball

Sun
— Jamantha Williams
lecture because of snow
Day Students
— Repainting
table design.

no

Old
—
—
—

Business
Drill team constitution
2.0 to be active member
Constitution passed

New Business
— SGA must be ready to
lounge-pool
request funds by March 1

Series of Performing Arts
— Set new shows
— Next season reserved
seating
Students Activities Fees
— letter to Student Affairs
— New application form, one
page
— Applications due March 1

Study of the President
— Ricky Otey was approved to
go to Washington D.C.
convention and SGA will pay $75
registration fee and $220 fee.
Amendment
— Student activities fees be
headed by SGA Pres. and each
class pres. serve on committee
— No second

ROTC Enrollment Up
By SONNY MERCHANT
and SCOTT ESTES
The
Reserve
Officers
Training Corps here at Longwood
has gotten off to a strong start
this semester with enrollment at
its highest in three years. Both
cadets and cadre feel a great deal
of optimism for the future of the
ROTC program at Longwood.
The senior cadets (MS IV's)
have good reason to be excited
because the majority of branch
assignments have been made. Six
cadets were selected for active
duty. These cadets and their
branch assignments are: Bobby
Arnold-Quartermaster, Billy
Howard-Ordnance, Kimbra

Patterson-Aviation,
Kate
Scanlon-Transportation, Don
Strickland-Ordnance, and John
Wright-Medical Service. Cadets
Patterson, Scanlon, Strickland,
and Wright also received the
honor of Distinguished Military
Graduate.
In addition, the following
cadets were placed on reserve
duty; Fred Grant-Military
Police, Randy Hart-Armor, and
Ted Treece-Quartermaster.
Two cadets have been
recognized for their excellence in
other college activities as well.
Miss Patterson was recently
selected to "Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges

and Universities." Also, Miss
Scanlon was recognized for
academic excellence last
semester by her placement on the
Dean's list. Congratulations are
also in order to Kevin Wilkins
who
was just
recently
commissioned as a second
lieutenant.
The Reserve Officers Training
Corps has many events planned
for this semester. For details on
these events, or if you have any
questions about ROTC or the
military, just ask any cadet or
come by the ROTC department
located on third floor East
Ruffner.
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Barrier Against AIDS

Etheridge Longwood To Host
Publishes
Science Fair
Second
have been more local high school
By MELISSA GIBBS
Book
By CINDY PRESSON
Dr. Elizabeth W. Etheridge,
Professor of History here at
longwood College, has published
her
second
book:
The
Neighborhood: Dahloncgo in the
Age of Jackson. The book was
coauthored by Sylvia S. Head.
This is a social history of
Dahloncgo, Georgia during the
antebellum period. It sheds light
on conditions resulting from the
discovery of gold in north
Georgia in the late 1820's.
This is Dr. Etheridge's second
book. Her first was The Butterfly
Caste: A Social History of
Pellegra in the South which won
her national attention. Partly as
a result of her work in medical
history for this first book, Dr.
Etheridge was recently invited
by the National Center of Disease
Control to begin research for a
history of that institution. She has
been granted a leave-of-absence
for Spring of 1987 and the 19871968 academic year to pursue this
opportunity.
During the 1985-1986 academic
year, Dr. Etheridge researched
the origins and development of
vacations in America. She will be
submitting this study for
publication in the future.
This information was provided
courtesy of Dr. Hall, head of the
History and
Government
Department here at IxMigwood.

longwood will host the second
annual Southside
Regional Science Fair on Friday,
March 13 and Saturday, March
14. One of 330 regional science
fairs throughout the U.S.
affiliated with the International
Science and Engineering Fair,
the Southside Regional Science
Fair expects to bring 150 high
school students to Longwood
from nine school systems. The
students, who will compete for
$1,000 in prize money and the
opportunity to compete in the
international fair, represent the
school divisions of Amelia,
Buckingham, Cumberland,
Dinwiddie, Goochland, Halifax,
Nottoway, Powhatan, and Prince
Edward Counties.
Dr. Marvin Scott, head of
Longwood's natural sciences
department, and director of the
regional fair expects more and
better entries than last year's
fair. Said Dr. Scott, "There

science
fairs,
and
the
participants have a better idea of
the comptition." The students
will set up their exhibits on
March 13 and 14th to be on
display from 1:15-2:30 p.m. on the
14th. Earlier on the 14th, Dr.
Donald Merkle, biology professor
at Longwood, will discuss his
research on "Amphibians and
Reptiles."
At 3:00 p.m. on Saturday,
March 14th students will receive
national recognition and special
awards presented by Eastman
Kodak, NASA, the armed forces,
and a number of engineering
societies. Two winners from the
biological sciences category and
one winner from the physical
science category will go to San
Juan, Puerto Rico in May for the
38th International Science and
Engineering Fair, while some of
the other winners will compete in
the Virginia Junior Academy at
Old Dominion University.

Beyond Longwood
North Shredded Documents
By MATT PETERMAN
D White
House
assistant
Oliver
North
apparently shredded crucial
document, relating to Iran hours
before his files were seized
according to his secretary who
was granted immunity.
According to the Tower
Commission
and
other
investigations, a cover-up seems
to be revealing itself.
Donald Regan who may have
had a hand in the cover-up
continues to be pressured from
all circles to resign. Many
lawmakers expect him to resign
this week.
Attorney General, Edmond
Meese III is being criticized for
delaying news of an Iran-Contra
connections.
Obstruction of justice
charges are being looked into for
many officials connected in the
Iran scheme. It is punishable by
jail terms.
D Syria entered I>ebanon on
Sunday to quell a week of
factional fighting in Beirut. The
troops have orders to show no
mercy in their imposition of a
cease fire as they moved into
strategic locations of the city.
The fighting between the
three factions in Beirut is the
most intense in 3-years.

Q Contemparary artist, Andy
Warhol died after he went into
cardiac arrest following a gallbladder operation the day before,
according to hospital officials.
He was involved in Pop and
Comercial art which made him
famous. He was 58 years old.
Q President Reagan unveiled
his catastrophic health insurance
plan last week that would give the
elderly a chance to remain
financially solvent should a
catastrophic illness hit their
family.
The plan calls for a $492
monthly premium to be paid by
those elderly persons interested
in the plan. The plan would start
assistance after an elderly
person has spent $2000 on a
particular illness.
"This pay-as-you-go program
that requires no tax dollars,"
Reagan said in his weekly radio
address. "What it all comes down
to is peace of mind and I think
you'll agree it's worth it.''
The democrats believe that the
bill does not go far enough and is
guessed that the bill that will
pass, will include nursing home
costs in which the present bill
does not mention.

By MELISSA GIBBS
"The condom can save your
life," said Mr. Alan Sofalvia of
the Physical Education, Health,
and Recreation Department,
borrowing from Mr. Richard
Bradley's February 18th lecture
about
Aquired
Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).
Mr. Bradley, of the AIDS Activity
Program of the Virginia
Department
of
Health,
emphasized the fatality of AIDS
and suggested condoms as the
best means of reducing the risk of
contracting the virus, short of
abstinence from sexual activity.
According to Bradley, Center
for Disease Control statistics
reveal that an estimated 690 to
2,000 people in Central Virginia,
excluding the Richmond area,
carry the AIDS virus. Though
many of the victims show no
symptoms and remain unaware
that they have contracted the
virus, they retain the potential
for spreading the AIDS virus.
Bradley named sexual activity,
both
heterosexual
and
homosexual, and needle sharing
by intravenous drug users as the

primary ways of transmitting
AIDS.
Mr. Bradley works as an
epidemiologist for the Virginia
Department of Health and
specializes in the surveillance of
AIDS cases. The Physical
Education,
Health,
and
Recreation Department brought
Mr. Bradley to Longwood as part
of its 1986-1987 Health Lecture
Series.
The Health Lecture Series has
scheduled presentations on some
of the important health topics
currently facing college students.
Two presentations remain in the
series. Tonight, Monday,
February 23 at 7:00 p.m. in Wygal
Auditorium, Mr. Jack Jones, a
survivor of testicular cancer, will
discuss his experience with the
rarely talked about form of
cancer which threatens college
age men. On April 2 at 12:30 p.m.
in Wygal, Ms. Paula Ciaverella of
the Virginia Department of
Health will explore the effects of
being overweight on a person's
physical and psychological
health.

3rd Snowstorm
Sobers Campus
COMMENTARY
landmark that may give them a
By MATT PETERMAN
Farmville seemed left out clue to just where the hell they
Monday as reports of snow all were. Some were bravely
around her filled the airwaves. rescued on the out-skirts of Her
Students began to wonder If Fields while others could not be
precipitation would come at all found. The phones at campus
when all of the sudden, the noon police rang off the hook as
bell began to ring and that's when worried friends called about
missing loved ones.
thex!..! hit the fan.
Rain mixed with sleet pelted The sun finally fell and
the surprised Farmvillian college darkness shrouded the campus as
with haste and brutality as still more fluffly snow hurried to
sidewalks became sheets of ice the Earth.
making students cautious and on Before the night was over, six
inches of purely driven snow had
alert.
By 2 p.m., raging ice became fallen generously and as the sun
mixed with strides of light snow began to rise in the east, the snow
bringing
memories
of began to taper off.
Longwood's Winter Wonderland Longwood students awakened
back to mind. Students anxiously to the sounds of tractors moving
awaited updated weather reports snow. Sounds that resembled the
on radio stations, WFLO and Snow Cat in Steven King's The
later WLCX. Longwood was Shining. Students drifting back to
being hit with a snowstorm of sleep dreamed of Jack Nicholos
saying, "Here's Johnny," as he
epic proportions.
The clouds grew darker and put the ax through the bathroom
darker shedding some light on door.
what neighboring towns must Classes were cancelled much to
have been going through. Flakes the relief of many students
of snow becoming increasingly fearing quizzes and due dates.
clustered and heavy continued to The plowing continued into the
drop so that all visibility dropped day making certain that classes
to near zero. The temperature would be held on Wednesday, and
also fell and the wind blew with a they were.
stunning briskness allowing the There were those who were
windchill factor to drop below glad to see that the line of
controlled substances were not
zero.
Students walking outside began severed due to the snow, assuring
to get lost in an array of that the weekends would not hit
whiteness as they struggled to an all time low.
recognize any scant trace of a Rain and sunshine is predicted
for this week.
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ABS Off To A Good Start

Oozeball
Mania

When: Spring Weekend:
Friday, April 10 & Sunday, April
By KIMBERLY JONES
an
organization
they
must
also
be
12
Association of Black Students program already initiated by there to partake in it.
Where: Old High School
better known as ABS is an ABS. Through this program
ABS
is
continually
expanding
Building
organization open to all members freshmen have upperclassmen to and to make this process happen
Who: Group Teams in Men's,
of the student body of Longwood. show them the ropes of life at are some important people. Mr.
Ladies,
and Co-Ed Divisions
The purpose of ABS as its Longwood. Iisa believes this is a Satchell, the new minority
Why:
To Determine College
constitution states is "to insure pyramidal program that can be facilitator, has offered his
Champions and Win Trophies
the general welfare of the black built upon to shape lasting assistance and guidance to ABS.
How: By Winning Single
among
the
student body, to promote the relationships
Besides
the
president's Elimination Tournament
cultural intellectual, and students. Lisa also hopes that involvement, there are others as
What: OOZEBALL is 6-person
personal development of the ABS will be able to sponsor trips well: Vice President — Ricky
volleyball played on a court with
black students and to strengthen that are educational and fun for Otey, Treasurer— Lynnette
a 6 to 8-inch mud base.
unity and to foster black the students. The trips would also Jones, Secretary— Tamara
Fraternities, sororities,
awareness and understanding in be informative for job contacts as Brown, Parlimenatarian—
independent
groups, residence
well.
all aspects of college life."
Veronica
Tyler
and
Freshman
halls are encouraged to enter
While ABS remains to be an
Lisa Redding, president of
representative—
Lisa
Jones.
teams.
Any college organization
ABS, says "this organization is a active part of Longwood, many
Black
History
Month
is
here
may enter as many teams as it
channel or way for students to students fail to participate in a once again and to make it a
desires. Entry fees are $25 per
interact with each other and to number of their activities. ABS is memorable experience is ABS.
team. Each team may have a
voice opinions and ideas". Lisa not a bias organization. Mainly it They have scheduled several
maximum of 7 members (6
also stated that ABS is just like wants to further the growth of events during the month
players and one substitute). Coany other organization whereas black awareness on the campus. pertaining to black history. They
Ed teams must include 3 females.
what you get out is the result ABS is a good starting place for are also sponsoring a semiTrophies will be awarded to
from what you put in. Lisa students to get involved. Some formal dance on the 21st. The cost finalists in each division. Regular
became president because she students believe ABS does is $3. Lisa Redding encourages volleyball rules will be observed
felt as though she could nothing, but the majority of everyone to come out and
with minor modifications.
accomplish and improve a lot of students who believe this fail to participate. And addition to these Winning score for preliminary
come to the meetings. In all
things within the group.
events. ABS has its meetings matches will be 10 points.
One of her biggest goals is to likeliness, if one wanted to see every Monday in the N.P. Miller Winning
score
for
the
improve the Big Brother-Sister action and involvement among room at 9 p.m.
championship games will be 15
points. The only games which will
require a winning margin of 2
. > . .-point* fed) more- will- beo the
£ i
championship game in each
•
•
division. Tournament pairings
will be drawn and announced on
Wednesday,
April 8.
Are you tired of the same old their child's education." For this
Entry blanks
for the
s-^*
dull routine? Well there's summer orientation there is 200
OOZEBALL
Tournament
are
something new and innovative at students and one and a half
available
from
members
of
the
Ix)ngwood to take note of — parents are anticipated to attend
Longwood Ambassadors or in the
"Preview '87," this summer's each two-day session.
Office
of
Institutional
According to Karen Clifford,
orientation program. The
Advancement,
Second
Floor of
Reduce
orientation program has been "There was a long lag time from
East
Ruffner.
revised; it is now held in the a student being accepted and overweigM
Start making your plans now
if
summer and not in the fall. The coming to school only a week
for
a super Spring and
dates of the upcoming sessions before school actually began.
OOZEBALL weekend!
are July 1 and 2, July 6 and 7, and This two-day session will give the
OOZEBALL is sponsored by
July 9 and 10. During these two- new students a chance to feel at
the Longwood Ambassadors.
day sessions upcoming freshmen home at Longwood."
have a good chance to see Thirty orientation leaders will
,♦* American Heort
Longwood and will also be able to be chosen for "Preview 87" and
sign up for fall classes. Parents they will be here from Sunday,
are being encouraged to attend June 28, to Friday, July 10, with
with the students because the exception of July 4 weekend.
according to Karen Clifford, Any questions concerning
Student Department Educator in "Preview 87" contact Mrs.
charge of orientation, "parents Clifford, Student Department
are becoming more involved and Educator.
are showinc more interest in

Save your breath.
Plant a tree to make more oxvoen

New Dance
Company
Members
By KATIE PARSONS
The Dance Company held
auditions after Christmas break
and acquired six new members.
The Dance Company of
Longwood College now consists of
the fifteen members listed below.

Change For

[Don't be a-,
heartbreaker

Concert Band Performs
The Longwood Concert Band
will present a concert on Sunday,
March 1, at 7:30 p.m. in Jarman
Auditorium on the Longwood
campus.
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1
for non-Longwood students and
senior citizens. The concert is
free for Ixmgwood faculty, staff
and students.
The Band will perform
Toccata, a Baroque piece by
Girolamo Frescobaldi; So Pure

The Star, a chorale prelude for
band by Vicent Persichetti;
March and Chorale by Robert
Washburn; The Iincoln Portrait
by Aaron Copland; highlights
from "A Chorus Line - The
Movie", by Marvin Hamlisch and
Edward Kleban; and Zacatecas,
a traditional Mexican march.
For The Lincoln Portrait,
Thomas Williams, associate
professor of music, will read a
series of excerpts from Abraham

Lincoln's best speeches. "This is
considered one of Copland's most
important pieces," said Ralph
Mohr, the band director.
This is the Band's winter
concert and is one of four
concerts it will present this year.
I^st year, the Band performed
six concerts.
The Band is composed of
students and people from the
community. It has about 50
pieces.
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Lisa Anderson
Lisa Cresentini
Sandi Dovel
Ginger Farrar
Paula Gibe
Susan Hanks
Amy Harrell
Lisa Lindsay
Tracy McPherson
Stacy Nonna
Kim O'Connor
Ka-le Pettus
Hilary Silvera
Kristi Stables
Kellv Shannon

•

The Dance Company is
working on technique for now.
The technique classes include:
ballet, jazz, and Martha Graham
modem dance.
The spring concert will be held
on March 27 and 28 in Jarman
auditorium where a variety of
styles will be performed. These
stules include abstract ballet, a
modem dance suite (Dr. Neal),
and jazz pieces performed by the
student choreographers.

JOIN US FOR OUR
BEACH PARTY FEBRUARY 28TH
• Door Prizes
• 254 Lemonade

• 50< Hot Dogs
• Free Popcorn

• Drink Specials Until 9:00

CARRYOUT ORDERS d« io Minu..s)
392-8077

•
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Events For The Week Of Feb. 24-Mar. 2
TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

James River Forensic Play: 'The Visit," 8,
Tournament,
12-4, Jarman
Iankford
OCPP
Seminar:
Women's Basketball: "Interviewing Skills,"
UDC,7:30, I^Hall
1 p.m., Placement
Seminar Rm.
Intro, to Africa, 5:306:20, Grainger Rm. 18
Improve
Study
Techniques :
PI KAPPA PHI host "Concentration," 4:15,
library
Cafe, 8-12

FRIDAY

Play: "The Visit," 8, Play: "The Visit,"
matinee 10 a.m. 4 8
Jarman
p.m., Jarman
SGA meeting, 6:30,
IAARoom

Gymnastics:
2,L-Hall

MONDAY

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

"4 DAYS UNTIL
SPRING BREAK AND
COUNTING!"

UMBC, Winter Concert, 7:30,
Jarman

Play: "The Visit," 8,
Jarman
Deadline
for
submission to the
"Gyre", give to Dr.
Challender or mail to
Box 1135

OCPP
Special
Program: "Careers at
Va. Power" with
Guest Speaker, John
Stables,
8
p.m.,
Bedford

ByTERRESABUELOW

Personals
Zoom and Chair,
Thanks for the rose, sorry for
netting us a "little lost" after the
wedding, and let's get healthy!!
Sister W.
iPS. Stay on strike!!)
Richard,
Thanks again for the roses.
You're a sweetie!!
Love,
Suzanne

Rob Essington,
You don't know me, but I've
been admiring you since the
beginning of the year. I'm very
interested in getting to know you.
Are you interested? Reply in next
week's Personals and we'll take
if from there. I'm really not
usually this forward, but I'm
really hung up on you.
Secret Admirer
(Continued on Page 7)

FARMVILLE FEEDBAG

Macados

9 a.m. - 1 a.m. Sun-Thurs.
9 am. - 2 a.m. Fri-Sat.
By MARNA BUNGER
This new >ear brought a
pleasant addition to the Farmville restaurant scene. Macado's,
which is located on 200 Third
Street, brings us a delightful
selection of bagels, entrees, subs,
sandwiches and salads.
The majority of the menu
((insistsof sandwiches served on
various kinds of breads. I tried
the "Babe Ruth" which is bacon,
turkey, muenster, and tomato
served on a hot buttered
croissant "Btbt" left me very
latisfled. Coleen Mone, a
sophomore Bt I.ongwood, sampled the food with me. She had
Uw 'Carpetbagger" and said, "it
wicked good. I love it." My
roommate
sampled
the
"Titanic," which is a roastbeef
fiench dip. She, like many other

customers, had to ask for a
doggie bag. My friends and I still
had room to try the sundaes.
The dining room is separated
by many catacombs of stained
glass and wood walls which offer
a lot of privacy. I did notice that if
you sit at a booth, you have to be
either anorexic or smaller than a
36 B. There aren't many tables
that can accommodate parties
larger than six.
The prices on food are
reasonable. Mixed drinks run a
little high, but the majority of
drinks come with a complementary glass. I figure by the
tune I graduate I should have
enough glasses to start my own
bar
Macado's has something for
everyone. It leaves you wanting
to look at the menu before you
leave so you know what to try the
next time.

SORORITIES HOST 33 NEW PLEDGES
ByKATERILEY
and RENEE SMITH
This year's informal rush has
once again come to a climatic
end. After nine "Open House"
parties and many "50 minute"
theme parties, 33 women choose
to "Go Greek" on Longwood's
campus. Longwood's sororities
are proud to announce their new
sisters.
AET
Maria Bowen
Melissa Croumie
I_.ee Ann Goodson
Katie Parsons
ADPI
Jackie Rae Cooper
Temple Powers
AGD
Brenda Carsm
Alexis Cavanos
Stephanie Dyer
Jewell Grinnell
Tonya Ozawa
Jenny Walton
ASA
Missy Bonoan
Wendy Breck
Diane Brown
Joanna Crowley
Sissy Gant
Julie Perkins
Anna Tannenbaum
EEE
Cindy Cook
I^eigh Guthrie
I-eah Payne
Amy Randall
Suzanne Walek

DZ

ZTA

Sandi Bishop
Angie Dowdy
Anissa Reed

Jill Bain
Helen Bang
Vera Bobrovsky
Lisa Lemaster
Jill Loges
Kirsten Murphy
I isa Salter
Mana Tickelman
Tina Vercigilio

EK
Erin Clune
Iberia Krowlowski
KD
Lisa Anderson
Tara Day
Wtlita Darang
Renee Saunders
Amie Tickle

W

H'iltlH1
b±:

11 ; ? : . - .

PINOS
DAILY SPECIALS

MON.

ITALIAN HOAGIE W/CHIPS

$2.40

TUE.
SPAGHETTI
WED.
LASAGNA
THURS. $1.00 OFF LARGE OR SICILIAN PIZZA
$ .50 OFF MEDIUM PIZZA
MEATBALL PARMIGIANA

FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

$2.25

PIZZA STEAK
BAKED ZITI
(Dinners include salad and garlic bread)

"URGE PEPPERONI PIZZA"

W.95
$4 95

$2-45
$3-95

SPECIAL $5.99

FREE DELIVERY TO LONGWOOD
(AFTER 5:00 PM)

CALL 392-3135

Kim (Proud Greek),
Nice Editorial

Kimlynn,
SandYou're gonna have a box of
Thanks for putting a hurt
Matt tissues growing out of your right puppy to bed.
When things go wrong as they shoulder soon! Thanks for being
LoveYa
a friend.
sometimes will
Smurf
LuvYa! TARZANWhen the road you're trudging
"Crybaby"
seems all uphill
Behave! We've got pictures!
When the funds are low and the
JANE and the bananas
Congrats, Jenny, on being an
debts are high
And you want to smile but you AGD Pledge!
Lee Ann Goodsonhave to sigh,
Congrats on Alpha Sigma Tau!
When care is pressing you V.N. (Roundrool)
Your semi-neighbors
The past 4 months have been
down a bit,
from 9th floor Curry
Rest if you must-but don't you great, Fairfax, Roanoke, Great
(We miss you!)
Falls, Snow, skiing, Snowshoe,
quit.
weekends at L.C. and many "Pooky" and "Buzzard"A.S.
Love your airline service. Next
Stick around. . .Let's have more. Ready for Spring Break?
Orlando,
Jacksonville,
Disney
time serve tea.
some fun.
World, yacht sailing. Then RCB.
Luv ya'
M.A.
I can't wait. You're perfect, the
"FROSTY"
(DAOTWOLB)
best.
More than the Mostest, Steve 0. in Main Cunn. 139Sandy-Thanks for the candy!
An drool
Glad I met ya' at D.T.'s Thanks
Your roomies
for a great evening! Take care.
Paige and Duck,
Pam in Curry
PACKAGE CHECK!!!
to put it nicely,
. Toilet
Tom,
papers!!!
Judd The Stud:
You're a dancing fool.
Wuv,
Where are you? Seniors aren't
Princess
that busy. What happened to the
CCcompromising positions? Just
How many licks does it take to
Cindy,
another Longwood boy — all talk
get to the center of a tootsie roll
Congratulations to the best
and no action. When you get a
tootsie pop?
R.A. in the whole world! I hope
real life, look for me.
TriSig loves you as much as we
Ever-ready.
do here on 2nd floor Tabb!
Billy
Bob,
Lines,
Luv,
Thanks for putting up with me
Thank you for the three
Lori
during my "illness" this
happiest years of my life. You are
Spaghetti Toes,
weekend! I can't wait to do "the
so special.
I had an "awesome" dream
Boston thing."
I love you,
last night and this is what I
Your pal,
Tracie remembered from it — The mind
Diane
reasons. . . the heart knows. And
Kim, Barbie, and Robin:
my heart knows "all I ever need To residents of AXP hall,
Thanks for being great friends. is you."
I have only 3 things to say. I
Traci
LoveS hope your beach party is a
Great minds think alikeYELLOW ENVELOPES

To Count,
You're my "True Blue" guy.
Remember
that.
Unfed mice will starve to death
Love,
Smurf
J.A.N. — I meant Bostons nine.
P.J.
• Smurf"We've got the go ahead! Beach Gotta "Jump" always! Thanks
front condo, private pool, country for being a great roomie.
Smurf
club, marina, jet, skis, parasailing. . .the strip! Let's party
8th Floor Curry guys
in style.
Gotta love ya!
P.J.

^

Congratulations to the new Baby
Pi's, Cherish, Temple and
Jackie. Good luck with pledging.
Love,
One of your
New sisters

^^^^

PHONE 392-9380

V

%\^7Y
W

HRS.

SUN.

330 4

POWERLINE

4-6

ANU
UPADHYAYA
XIAN ROCK

68

success, I am not B.F.'s "booty,"
and I'll stay in the hallway as
long as I want!!!
Guess Who
P.S. One hint — "I'm leaving
now."

UNCLE OPUS
AND KAREN
VARIETY

wNI LmmJLmm JF^
MON.

JIM LONG
NEW MUSIC

810

ISRAEL
GRAULAU
ALBUM ROCK

SONNY
MERCHANT
SOCK HOP
50 » TUNES

10-12

MIKE
HORINKO
ROCK«
METAL

STEVE GOTT
THE COFFEE
BREAK

TUES.

WED.

am

FM

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.
ROCKIN
INOZ
VARIETY

SINK & JEFF S
FRED GRANT CINDY GOOD SCREAMIN'
ANDREA
N STOMPIN
60 s & 70 s
MUSICAL
SWINNEY
SHOW
HEAVY METAL SHOWCASE ROCK
VARIETY

MARIAN
MARTIN
VARIETY

KEVIN
THE MIX
RAP MUSIC

Sunny's:
Must be satan!
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Attention Girls in 403^04-405 —
Susie Bartender is on duty Friday
night! Beware!!

Tony,
I like your sweatshirt too!
Don't forget to come by and see
Marner me.
Les

Lee and Jenpa:
Miami will be there next year.

Wino: Have a safe Spring Break
in Richmond. Wouldn't want to
see
you behind bars. I won't hit
Mr. Woods:
"That makes me forget what I any bumps and spill because I'm
flying!
was trying to remember."
Belle
The Documenter
Judy,
Carl,
Let's go eat some tacos and
Sorry I didn't make it to corn Friday night. And don't
English again. Maybe I'll stop by forget your cocktail.
your room and introduce myself.
Suz
Allison
Us, Paige, Dana and Betsy,
Miss Whitehead,
Ya'll are the greatest
The girls in Stubbs want to see suitemates ever!! We love U!
more of you! Let's all go to R-MC. Ri h j.
SuzandStef
c
"Camptown Lives"!!
Sorry I hit you in the zygomatic
Golf Man,
process of the temple bone. And
Sorry I woke you up when I no . . .1 don't hate you.
called.
Stefanie
Suz

Music Quiz
Attention rock history whizzes! Do you know every word and chord
change of "Stairway to Heaven"? Do you keep your friends guessing
at the name of your favorite group — 'The Troggs'? Does the sight or
sound of Prince make you ill? This quiz is for you! Sorry.no prize for
anyone who can answer them all — just self satisfaction: answers will
be printed next week.
By Barry Green
7. By what name is preacher's •
1. What band played its first son Vincent Furnier better
few concerts under the name known?
"The New Yardbirds"?
8. Who assassinated John
2. What were the ages of Jimi Lannon?
Hendrix, Janis Joplin and Jim
9. Who played lead guitar on
Morrison at the times of their The Monkees' song "Valleri"?
deaths?
10. Ed King formed what band
3. What female singer began after leaving "The Strawberry
her career as lead singer for Alarmclock"?
11. Who was the lead singer of
"The Great Society"?
4. This band has featured at "Herman's Hermits"?
one time or another singers
12. What year did Otis Redding
Glenn Hughes, Ian Gillan, Ronnie die?
13. Who played three concerts
James Dio, Ray Gillen and Ozzy
in Egypt at the base of the great
Osbourne. Name the band.
5. What year did Buddy Holly pyramids?
14. Who was the lead singer of
die?
6. What album of 1970 featured "Generation X"?
15. Who was the lead singer for
a picture of the now famous Hard
the "Faces"?
Rock Cafe' on its jacket?

Lm$Wm&'a KttlTffl feats S(LfflW!a>On

MICH
HEAVY METAL

GUS
SOFT ROCK

Jewy:
Please stay one weekend. Tim
and I don't have anyone to laugh
at when you're gone.
Belle

ROSS & BILL
60 * & 70»
ROCK

KEVIN HUNT
ROCK &
METAL

MARNA
ANTI-TOP 40

SOUND OF
THE 60s

ANDREW
SMALLWOOD
THE NIGHT
FLIGHT

LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE
<***

MIKE PHILLIPS
ROCK
VARIETY

ANDRES
PARTY ROCK

T-SHIRTS AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORE.
GET YOURS NOW
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Teacher Studies Learning Disabilities
Hair from the heads of 100
Virginia schoolchildren may help
determine what causes learning
disabilities, thanks to pioneering
research by a Longwood College
education professor.
Dr. R. Lee Banton is looking for
a biophysical link between
particular elements and learning
disabilities. A nuclear reactor at
the University of Virginia will
identify and help analyze 14
elements in hair samples submitted by 50 learning disabled
and 50 average students.
"This is the first time a nuclear
reactor has ever been used to
assist in diagnosing learning
disabilities," Dr. Banton said
recently. "This research is the
first of its type and may prove to
be a significant breakthrough in
determining a specific cause for
learning disability."
The research involves hair
samples donated voluntarily by
students in grades five through 12
from Buckingham, Amelia,
Nottoway, Lunenburg, Surry and
York counties and the city of
Norton. The samples soon will
undergo a procedure called
"neutron activation analysis" at
U. Va.'s Nuclear Research
Facility.
* The hair will be bombarded
with neutrons that will cause
elements in the samples to
become radioactive, said Dr.
Banton. Officials then will be able
to use a radiation detector to
identify the substances that are
present and in what amount.
"I'm looking for significant
differences from
normal
amounts in both learning
disabled and non-ID students,"
Dr. Banton said. "I'll also be
looking at combinations of
various elements. This research
is a can't-lose proposition —
either I'll be able to rule out
certain elements or rule them
in."
learning disabilities — a term
fust used in 1963 — are legally
divided into six major categories,
said Dr. Banton. Among the
characteristics are reading
words backwards, hyperactivity,
physical awkwardness and
spending an excessive amount of
time on one task. About 41* to 10
percent of students have a
learning disability, and some
estimate the figure approaches 15
percent, he said.
Dr. Banton's research, which
was begun in October 1985, was
prompted by a lack of data on the
causes of learning disabilities
and by news articles linking
illnesses with certain substances.
"None of the textbooks mention
a cause." he said. "They all say
what a learning disability does,
but I'm concerned about what a
learning disability is, in terms of

a causal definition. I want to
determine if there's a biophysical
reason for learning disabilities."
"We know now, for example,
that lead causes mental retardation or death; Parkinson's
disease has been traced to
manganese; and zinc has
something to do with the
processing of certain vitamins. A
pediatrician in Sarasota, Florida,
found that babies who were on a
certain formula were not
developing sufficiently and in
some cases were learning
disabled. He contacted the
National Institutes of Health, and
it was discovered that that
particular formula was too low in
sodium."
Dr. Banton said he is
"suspicious" of acid rain, which
gets into the reservoirs from
which drinking water is drawn.
"Those elements can damage
our delicate central nervous
system tissues."
The research began when Dr.
Banton called the state pathology
lab, at the Medical College of
Virginia, which referred him to
U. Va.'s physical chemistry
department. "I dealt with them
for three weeks, then they
.suggested there was a. better
facility to work with — the
university's nuclear reactor.
When I discussed the project with
Paul Benneche, the reactor
supervisor, he became excited."
The reactor is one of about 50
nuclear research reactors in the
United States, about half of which
are at universities, said Benneche. Only three university
reactors have more power than
the one in Charlottesville, which
produces two million watts of
heat.
The reactor core is a small
aluminum chamber — two feet
long, two feet wide and three feet
high — near the bottom of an
80,000-gallon concrete tank of
water, known as a "swimming
pool." The pool is 28 feet deep.
When in use, the reactor emits a
glowing blue light.
Each of the hair samples,
which are in vials, will be tested
individually in the reactor about
three times, Dr. Banton said. A
radiation detector, in conjunction
with a sophisticated computer,
"will tell us what's there and in
what parts per million," he said.
"This detection process has
been around only since the mid1970s, when there was a quantum
leap in neutron activation
analysis," said Benneche. "The
computer analyzes the data. A
spectrum of each sample will
appear on the terminal screen."
Dr. Banton will be analyzing
the presence of aluminum,
cadmium, calcium, chromium,
cobalt, copper, iron, magnesium,

manganese, mercury,
potassium, sodium, vanadium
and zinc. He will look at these
elements both singly and in
various combinations.
The FBI uses hair analysis to
identify suspects. "Your hair is
like a fingerprint — no two people
have hair that contains the same
elements in the same amounts,"
said Dr. Banton.
After the tests, it will take
Benneche six to seven weeks to
determine which elements are
present and their density. Then
Dr. Banton will begin analyzing
the data on an Apple He computer in the Wynne Building.
"That will take at least a month,"
he said.
Jean Nazzaro, an official with
the Council for Exceptional
Children, said the research is
worthwhile. "Any kind of
physiological correlation that can
be found for any disorder is worth
exploring. We would never have
known about the problems with
lead causing mental retardation
if somebody hadn't looked."
Dr. Banton's research has

attracted widespread publicity. funded by the U.S. Department of
Stories about it have appeared in Energy, the University of
at least 18 newspapers, including Virginia, and Longwood.
the Washington Post, and have Some famous people — Albert
aired on a Washington television Einstein, Thomas Edison,
station and the Cox Broadcasting Woodrow Wilson and Nelson
Company, which has TV stations Rockefeller — have been learin eight major cities and radio ning disabled, Dr. Banton pointed
stations in four cities.
out. "They overcame their
"I have received letters from learning disabilities by finding
people all over the country who ways to learn that are are unare enthusiastic about my conventional." More and more is
research. And I have received becoming known about how to
unsolicited letters, along with teach these students, but the
hair samples, from parents of causes of learning disability
learning disabled and autistic remain a mystery, he said.
children, begging me to do Dr. Banton first came across a
research."
learning disabled student in a
After this project is over, he classroom 24 years ago. "I didn't
plans to do similar research know what to do with him." If he
involving hair samples from wants information on current
emotionally disturbed and cases, he need only consult his
autistic children. Little is to know wife, Carolyn, who is a learning
about what causes autism — a disability resource teacher at
mental state marked by Dillwyn Elementary.
disregard of external reality — or He is philosophical about his
emotional disturbances. "Paul research. "So much research is
Benneche has agreed to co- devoted to looking at stars. We
author the project," said Dr. need to lower our eyes, lower our
Banton.
sights, and start looking at one
The current research is being another."

YOU CAN EARN $3.60 per hour
AND A PAY BONUS
AT BUSCH GARDENS
PLUS
'Discounts on food and
merchandise
'Free admission to the Park for
employees
'$.25-.35 per hour bonus for
every hour worked

'Discount season's passes for
your family
'Complimentary & Discount
tickets to the Park
'PLUS parties, sports activities
and more

PART-TIME HOURS ARE AVAILABLE

SAVE A TRIP TO BUSCH GARDENS
AND APPLY NOW AT:
Virginia Employment Commission
1705 E. Third Street • Farmville, VA
392-8872

-BUSCH \
GARDENS
IHtCXDCnHNTTRY
WIILIAMSBIJRGVA
An Affirmative Action/ Equal
Opportunity Employer
M r II

i
J
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Delta Sigma Pi, Longwood's
business fraternity, would like to
congratulate the following new
pledges who were pinned in a
ceremony held February 10th:
Trent Hudson, Tracy Morrison,
Spirituals and minstrel shows Toni Taylor, Julia Tickner,
February 24
Tuwanda Holmes, Cynthia
Dr. Carla Heath
Perry, Barbara Bass, Kristine
Asst.
Professor
of Nystrom, Todd Faison, Charles
Communications
Wood, David Wood and faculty
Randolph-Macon Woman's pledge, Mrs. Sally Gilfillan.
College
INTRODUCTION TO
AFRICA II
Spring 1987
Bedford Auditorium
5 -.30-6:20 p.m.

Around the first of Febraury
every year, the Longwood
College Alumni Phonathon
begins. One of the duties of the
I>ongwood College Ambassadors
is to staff this annual phonathon,
and so far, they've done a super
Dance as cultural heritage
job! After only one week of
March 10
calling, the Ambassadors have
No program-SPRING raised $33,176 in pledges from
VACATION
alumni all over the state of VirgMarch 17
inia. Longwood currently ranks
Film — "The Chopi Timbala second in the nation among
Dance"
public institutions and first in the
March 24
state for its relatively high
Martha Hamblin, Wildlife percentage of alumni donations.
Photographic Safari
With as many as eight to nine
March 31
weeks of calling to go, the
Beatrice Clark
Longwood Ambassadors expect
life in Senegal
to reach a record high.
April 7
Dr. Laverle Berry
North Africa in Color
The
American
Heart
Association's Jump Rope for
April 14
Heart will be held Wednesday,
Diana Mc Meek in
February 18th in Lancer gym
African Wildlife Specialist
from 5:30-9:00 p.m. The goal
April 21
hoped to be obtained is $2,000
Dylan Pritchett
plus, but without the help of
Black Culture in the 18th participants this goal may not be
Century
reached. Jump Rope for Heart
April 28
needs your help. To find out more
TBA
about what is required pick up a
sponsor sheet and pamphlet in
Any
Longwood
College the Lancer office. If you can't
registered organization wishing participate please sponsor
someone who can. Mrs. Huffman
to apply for student activity fees and Wendi Winstead spent a lot of
must pick a request form in the
time organizing this event.
Student Affairs Office.
Forms must be returned to Please don't let them or the
American Heart Association
Ricky Otey by March 1, 1987.
Organization president must down. Come and spend some time
attend meeting at 4:30 Thurs. in jumping rope or sponsor someone
who is. They need your help.
VA. Room.

Africa and the Media: Why So
Much Bad News?
March 3
VISIT AFRICA, 1 p.m.,
Jarman Auditorium

Do you feel that you deserve a
reward
for
your
accomplishments here at
Longwood?
GEIST is offering a scholarship
to visiting sophomores and
juniors on the bases of
involvement, GPA and need. If
you are an active freshman or
sophomore, don't hesitate to pick
up a scholarship application in
the information office.
Deadline 2 March.
Amie Oliver recently had her
work exhibited in the Bienville
Gallery in New Orleans. A
graduate of Bowling Green
University, Ms. Oliver now
instructs art at Longwood College
and also practices art. On display
from January 3-31, her art work
included 21 drawings and mixed
media works.
Oliver states that her best art
"works on several different
levels." Not only does her work
operate on a visual level, but it
also plays psychological games.
Roger Green, an art critic of the
New Orleans Times-Picayune,
states, "Oliver builds unusually
busy compositions out of
juxtaposed images, passages of
decorative patterning and
nondescript markings, executed
in various medias." She
incorporates game images with
autobiographical information to
create mysterious works.
Olivers states that, now that
her works have been exhibited,
she not only feels a "sense of
achievement," but also of
definite completion of those
works.

The Weight Room
Waits Even More
ByMATTPETERMAN
are new free weights, dumbeUs<
In the near future the weight leg machines, incline-decline
room is due to receive new benches, and a three step squat
equipment in order to make it a rack. Other equipment will also
more complete facility. The be supplied to make the
question of when cannot be an- Ix)ngwood weight room more
swered, but the fact that the modern.
equipment is coming is reality. The present Longwood weight
Hopefully, it will arrive by the room is adequate, but it must be
end of this semester so it will be noted that many high schools
ready for the upcoming have better facilities in comsemester.
parison. The expected new
Different companies are now equipment should rid Longwood
bidding for the right to supply of that phenomenon.
and install the equipment. The The weight room is an essential
ultimate control lies in Richmond part of physical education and
where the funds will be dispersed with upgrading the facility, more
to the company that can supply can be done to improve the lives
quality equipment at the right of students. The weight room is
price.
open to all students and faculty
Some o/the main pieces of with its hours posted outside the
equipment that will be installed door.

jj/iiginia
Agriculture
GROWING
FOR YOU
STUDENTS:
Submit to Broadsides this semester. It will be running two more
issues. Submission deadlines or* March 6th and April

17th.

respectively.
What are we looking for? A variety of things: short research
papers (5-page maximum), essays (the classic 500 word paper,
and on up), journals, poems. The emphasis, though, is on expository prose
Remember
your submission need not be an "English Paper.'
We're looking for efforts from other classes. So if you do well on
on ossignment, please consider Broadsides. One requirement: we
request typed, proofed copy. Send your submission(s) to Or Craig
Challender (109 Grainger), or to the English, Philosophy and
Modern Languages department office (107 Grainger) Thanks.

The most
exciting few hours
you'll spend
all week.

Run. Climb. Rippel. Navigate.
1 cul. And develop the
confidence and skills you won't
net trom a textbook. Enroll
in Amu K( )l C as one
of your electives. Gel the facts
todav. HI M I YOU CAN BE

K .EKVE OFFICERS TUNING CORPS
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Men's Basketball

Cymnant* Host UMBC This Sat. Feb. 28

By RICK RIVERA
Ungwood's gymnastics team
spent its Saturday afternoon at
the
Towson
invitational
gymnastics meet, finishing
seventeen out of the nine team
field. This Saturday the Lancers
will host Maryland Baltimore
County at 2:00 in what will be the
last home meet of the season.
Coach Ruth Budd was
displeased with the overall
performance of the team. Again,
bars was the lancers' trouble
spot and may have cost the team
two notches in the win column.
According to Budd, the
inexperience of competing in
front of big crowds may have
hampered the
gymnasts'
concentration. Although the floor
exercises went well the lancers
did not score as high as they
should have.
All was not bad for Ixmgwood
as Lynda Chenoweth again was
consistent enough to earn a 33.1
all-around score. Chenoweth had
a very good meet attaining scores
above 8 in all categories and had
a no-fall meet. Budd says
Chenoweth's ability to remain
cool and calm is her strong point
and keeps her up there in the
thick of things.
Another bright spot for the
lancers was the improvement of
senior Kerri Hrubi. Hrubi is
coming on strong and had
another no-fall routine on beam.

Longwood Top Scorers
BARS — Lynda Chenoweth, 8.2
BEAM — Lynda Chenoweth,
8.5 (15th of 54)
FLOOR - Kiersten Artese, 8.4
(11th of 54)
VAULT - Kiersten Artese, 8.65
Ail-Around
—
Lynda
Chenoweth, 33.1,14th overall of 36
Team Scores
Towson — 180.45
William & Mary - 172.75
Bridgeport — 169.1
George Washington — 165
UMBC - 161.8
Navy - 159.75
LONGWOOD - 158.75
Courtland - 154.05
Hoffstra - 152.85

IAA Update
Winners:
Congratulations to Kimbra
Patterson for her victory in the
women's ping pong tournament.
James Garrett and Pam Abrams
came in first in the mixed doubles
bowling weekend.

Ixmgwood will be a decided
underdog in the semi-final round
of the Mason-Dixon Tournament
Friday against Randolph-Macon
in Ashland.
The Lancers, who walloped
Ferrum 98-76 Saturday night in
Special Events:
the regular season finale, will
"Schick Super Hoops" is a
take a 13-13 overall record and a national collegiate intramural 33-5 mark in the MDAC into the on-3 basketball tournament. We
7:00 clash against the Yellow will be holding our 3-on-3
Jackets. Randolph-Macon, tournament on the weekend of
second in the league at 5-3, beat Feb. 21-22. The winner of this
Longwood 71-61 on its homecourt tournament will have the
Wednesday.
opportunity to go to the regional
Fourth seeded Liberty (3-5) competition
at
George
will host fifth seed Pittsburgh- Washington University on March
Johnstown (2-6) Tuesday night in 7-8.
the tournament opener. The Upcoming Events:
winner will face league champ
1.) Coed volleyball Entry
Mount St. Mary's (7-1) at 9:00 Blanks: Meeting Feb. 18
Friday night in the other semi2.) Schick Basketball
final clash. Friday's winners will (weekend)
Entry blanks:
meet for the tourney crown at meeting Feb. 19
7:30 Saturday night.
3.) Badminton Doubles Entry"It will certainly be a challenge Blanks: Meeting Feb. 25
for us," said Lancer coach Cal
4.) Tennis doubles (weekend)
Luther of Friday's game against Entry Blanks: meeting Feb. 26
Macon. "We're pleased to have
several days to prepare for a Business:
game like this. Having a
The IAA officers will be
tournament title to shoot for reviewing the Intramural
Art Monroe tossed in 20 points constitution and rules for the next
and Quintin Kearney had 11 few meetings. If you have any
points, 5 blocked shots and 7 suggestions, you are welcome to
rebounds. Kearney has now attend the officer's meetings
blocked 44 shots this season, which are held every other
breaking the school record of 42 Thursday at 5:30 in Lankford.
set by Portland Trailblazer
Jerome Kersey in 1982-83 and
1983-84.
Z^M
Senior Kevin Ricks had 8
points, 8 assists and 4 steals against the Panthers. Ricks has
113 assists and 81 steals for the
year to lead Longwood in both
categories.
should give us extra incentive."
Lancer forward Darry Rutley
is
Longwood's
lone
representative on the All-Mason
Dixon Conference squad, picked
by league coaches. Rutley, 6-4, is
averaging 14.5 points and 4.4
rebounds. He scored 24 points in
Wednesday's loss to R-MC and 23
in Saturday night's win over
Ferrum.
Jefferson Doubtful
For Tournament
Longwood freshman Kevin
Jefferson is listed as very
doubtful for Friday's contest. He
suffered a badly sprained ankle
at Macon last Wednesday. The 6-4
forward averages 15.1 ppg. His
place in the starting lineup will be
filled by 6-3 freshman Dale
Shavers. Shavers, who has been
playing well lately, scored 17
points in the win over Ferrum to
backup Rutley.

Rugby Team
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Lady Cagers
Longwood's
women's
basketball team won two of three
games last week, including a 9482 victory over Liberty Sunday,
to move its record to 12-13 overall
and 4-4 in the Mason-Dixon
Conference.
Longwood has one regular
season game remaining before
the Mason-Dixon Tournament
Thursday through Saturday at
Mount St. Mary's. Longwood
hosts District of Columbia
Tuesday at 7:30 in what will be
the final home appearance for
seniors Caren Forbes and Karen
Boska. Parent-Senior Night will
be observed Tuesday.
The senior duo were named
second team All-Mason Dixon
Conference as voted by the
league coaches and released
Sunday. Forbes is a repeat
selection on the squad.
The tady Lancers will play
second place
PittsburghJohnstown Friday night at 6:00 in
the semi-final round of the
tournament. liberty is slated to
meet Randolph-Macon Thursday
night at 7:00 in the tournament
opener. The winner of that game
will play Mount St. Mary's at 8:00
Friday night. The finals are
Saturday night at 7:30.
Forbes, a Lancer co-captain,
will be continuing her assault on
the College's all-time career
scoring record. Forbes has 1,131
points with at least two games
remaining. The 5-8 guard needs
40 points to reach 1,471 and tie the
career leader Sue Rama. Forbes
is averaging 15.4 p. and 5.8
assists.
She had 12 assists and 17 points
in Sunday's win and has now
broken her own Longwood
standard for assists in a season.
Forbes has 152 assists this year,
topping the 140 she handed out in
1984-85. She has a record 523 for
her career.
Boska, also a senior co-captain,
is scoring 12.3 ppg. and pulling
down 9 rebounds per contest.
Longwood beat Maryland
Baltimore County 75-74 in
overtime Thursday night as
Boska had 21 points and 16
rebounds. She also scored the
winning bucket on a feed from
Forbes. Saturday, Longwood
dropped an 89-67 decision to
league leader Mount St. Mary's
on the road.
Longwood finished in third
place in the MDAC regular
season race, beating both Liberty
and Randolph-Macon twice.
Freshman Dee McDaniels had a
starring role in Sunday's win
over Liberty with a career high 18
points and 9 rebounds.
Six players scored in double
figures for Longwood. Kita
Chambers had 12 points, Boska
and Angee Middleton 11 and
Angie Hill 10. The game with
Liberty had been scheduled for
last Tuesday, but was postponed
by snow.

Player of the Week

Sophomore forward Darryl
Rutley scored 47 points in two
games for Long wood's men's
basketball team last week and for
his performance the 6-4 eager has
been named Longwood College
Player of the Week for the period

February 15-22. Player of the
Week is chosen by the Longwood
sports information office.
Rutley tossed in 24 points in
Longwood's 71-61 loss to
Randolph-Macon Wednesday and
came back with a team-high 23
points in Saturday's 98-76 victory
over Ferrum. Rutley hit 18 off 33
shots from the floor and 11 of 11
free throws in the two games. He
also had 11 rebounds in the two
games.
Named second team All-Mason
Dixon Conference this week,
Rutley is averaging 14.5 points
and 4.4 rebounds while leading
Longwood in field
goal
percentage at .551. The Trinity
Episcopal graduate ranks among
the league leaders in scoring and
field goal percentage.
Rutley
transferred
to
Longwood from Monmouth
College last year. After sitting
out the 1985-86 season, he has
come back strong in his first year
with the Lancers.

Longwood Baseball
If "Old Man Winter" obliges,
the Longwood baseball team will
begin its 10th season next week
with a six-day, 10-game road trip
to North and South Carolina.
The tancers of coach Buddy
Bolding (208-94-2,8 years) will be
gunning for their fourth straight
30-win season. Bolding's club
ended up 30-16-1 a year ago and
has been ranked 18th in a
preseason Division II baseball
poll conducted by Collegiate
Baseball.

Longwood is slated to open its
53-game schedule Wednesday
with a twinbill at St. Andrews in
Laurinburg, North Carolina.
Games to follow are at Francis
Marion Thursday (1), at Morris
Friday (2), at USC-Aiken
Saturday (1), at Allen Sunday
(2), and at Newherry Monday
(2).
The lancers will open play in
Virginia Wednesday, March 4 at
neighboring Hampden-Sydney
and have their first home date
March 6 against West Virginia
Terh.

Pitching should be the name of
the game for the 1987 Lancer
squad which boasts six veteran
hurlers and two impressive
freshmen. Bolding expects his
mound staff to have the best
depth and balance since the 1982
team which advanced to the
Division II World Series. The
coach can choose between three
lefthanders
and
five
righthanders.
Heading up the staff are
seniors Tony Browning, 19 career
wins, and Scott Mills, 18 career
,~
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Wrestlers Wrap Up Season
By Kirk Barnes
Longwood's grapplers finished
their season hosting the NCAA
Southern Regional Wrestling
Championship Saturday. Liberty
and Pembroke State were the
other competitors.
Ten berths were given to the
NCAA Division II National
Championships March 5-7 at
Edwardsville, Illinois. Three
alternates,
including two
Longwood wrestlers, were also
chosen.
The team scores were: Liberty
90, Pembroke State 84.5, and
Longwood 44.
The individual champions
were: 118 lbs. - Loren Baum, Liberty, 126 - Joe Stukes,
Pembroke State, 134 - Gary
Sibey, Liberty, 142 - Chad Hawks,
Pembroke State, 150 - Tim
Morriss, Liberty, 158 - Kevin
Frame, Liberty, 167 - Willie
Mayes, Pembroke State, 177 - Kip
Fennelly, Liberty, 190 - Antonio
Kilpatrick, Pembroke State, and
HWT - Mike Hatch, Liberty.
The three alternates chosen
were Billy Howard, Longwood,
158 lbs., Tim Fitzgerald,
Longwood, 118 lbs., and Warren
Dumas, Pembroke State, 134 lbs.
Fitzgerald, after receiving a
bye, lost a tough match to Baum
12-8 in the 118 pound finals. Tim
was hampered by a cut over his
wins. Browning was the top
pitcher on last year's tema with a
6-5 mark. Mills returns to action
after a year's absence. He was 7-4
in 1985.
Other veteran hurlers are
senior Rob Furth, who will also
start in rightfield, junior Tony
Beverley and sophomores Steve
Gedro and E.J. Bryant. Furth
was 3-4 in '86 while Beverley was
5-1, Gedro 3-1 and Bryant 4-1.
Freshmen of note include
Frankie Watson, a lefthander
who may play outfield also, and
righthander Bobby Johnson.
Rohm, Davis, Mayone
To Lead Hitters

Longwood has gained a
reputation as one of the top
hitting teams in Division II and
1987 should be no exception.
*e&2^i -^^fe*^
Returning from last year's
record-setting squad (.353 batting
average, 42 homers, 8.8 runs per
game) are three hitters who
combined for 29 homers and 134
runs-batted-in.
Seniors Jeff Rohm and Jeff
Mayone, and junior Kelvin Davis
are expected to be the leaders of
the longwood hitting attack.
Rohm and Mayone are tricaptains along with Browning.
Rohm, who has been switched
from catcher to third base, batted
1987 LOMGUOOD BASEBALL TEAM - (First row, I to r) Bobby Johnson, Student
.452 (11th in Division II), drove in
Assistant Coach Dennis Leftwich, Jeff Rohm, Robert Smith, Roger Baber, Eric
52 runs and ripped nine homers
Ki I linger, Kelvin Davis, Pete Criscione. Tony Sever ley. Back row Jeff flayone,
and 14 doubles. His average of
Rob Furth, Tony Browning, Scott hills, Robert Jackson, Kevin Carlson, Frankie
RBI's per game (1.3) was 14th in
Watson. Steve Gedro, Greylin Rice, E.J Bryant, Head Coach Buddy Bolding.
Division II and he was named
ho t pic tured: manager Ronni e Du ffey
College Division Player of the

right eye after an unintentional
head butt in the first period.
Willie Gaines, also received a
bye to the finals, but was
overpowered by Stukes 17-4 in the
126 championship. Tommy
Gilbert was also a beneficiary of
a bye, but could not stop Hawks of
Pembroke State and lost 10-5 in
the 142 pound weight class.
Tim Ruggles, lost in the first
round of the 150 pound weight
class 11-0. Howard lost a very
hard fought match in the finals to
Kevin Frame c r Ijberty 4-3 in the
158 championsnip.
At 177, David Taylor lost in the
first round 10-6. John Kelly was
pinned in the first round of the 190
championship by the eventual
champion. At heavyweight, Jesus
Strauss was pinned by AilAmerican Mike Hatch of Liberty
in the first round.
"Pembroke and Liberty are
very tough teams, stated
Longwood coach Steve Nelson.
"Our guys were beaten on their
feet."
"We have had a sensational
year of wrestling, but we have
had our share of tough breaks
too," explained Nelson. "It will
be tough to top this season.
Longwood finished with its best
record ever in dual matches 9-4
and tied the school mark for most
wins in a season (9).

third was brought on when
veteran Marty Ford withdrew
from school in the fall.
Longwood's career leader in
homers (28) and RBI's (137),
Mayone
clouted
nine
roundtrippers last season while
.351 and driving in 38 runs. The
senior is also a solid fielder at
first base.
Davis has been the I^ancer
shortstop since his freshman
season. He tied the school record
for homers in a season a year ago
with 11 while hitting .385 and
driving in 44 runs. He was named
first team All-South Atlantic
Region.
Another returning starter is
sophomore catcher Roger Baber
who has also put in time at
designated hitter. Baber, who
hits from the left side, batted .311
with 19 RBI's last season. He will
be the I-ancers starting catcher.
Other veteran players are
speedy junior Robert Jackson,
who will play outfield and third,
and sophomores Greylin Rice, a
catcher, and Eric Killinger,
who will play outfield and
designated hitter.
Coach Bolding expects three
freshmen to be in the starting
lineup. Pete Criscione will start
at second base, Robert Smith in
left field and Kevin Carlson in
center. The Ixingwood coach
feels this trio of newcomers has
outstanding potential.
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Longwood Student Studies
In Land Of Kilts
The program's primary are really frowned upon in
By Betty Bryant
purpose is to provide a "cross- Scotland because it's very
Joyce lamond, a Longwood cultural experience"
for expensive to heat water."
College
sophomore from students. I^mond's studies at
"And breakfast is served so
Staunton, will continue her Edinburgh
will
include early — about six o'clock," she
education next semester in the comparisons of leisure systems,
added.
land of kilts and bagpipes.
land use and planning, and
She will be packing lots of jeans
Krom January 6 to April 6. approaches to criminology and
and
sweaters. "Students there
Lamond will study at the delinquency in the U.S. and Great
dress like we do here — at least, I
University of Edinburgh in
Britain.
Scotland. She is the first She also is enrolled in a course hope they do," she said.
longwood student to participate titled "Historical Interpretation "Warmth is the important thing.
in a study-abroad opportunity in the Scottish Context" and is I understand there's a lot of cold
sponsored by the American looking forward to a required rain. Even spring weather is
unpredictable, but when it's nice
Universities International course
called
"Outdoor it is really beautiful."
Program lAWP).
Pursuits.''
Scotland has been a part of
Iiimond, who is majoring in
Among those pursuits are Great Britain for three centuries
therapeutic recreation, saw a kayaking, cross-country and
poster advertising the AUIP downhill skiing, mountain but still maintains a unique
program on a bulletin board in walking, sailing, cycling, and, of national character. Many
Longwood'l department of course, golf. (The game of golf historic sites are located in or
physical education, health, and originated in Scotland almost near the city of Edinburgh,
including Abbotsford, home of Sir
recreation.
four centuries ago.)
Walter
Scott;
Linlithgow
"Thisprogram is especially for
"I understand we also will have including Abbotsford, home of Sir
students in recreation, parks, and the option of pony-trekking,
leisure studies,'' Lamond said. whatever that is," lamond said. Walter Scott; Linlithgow Palace,
birthplace of Mary, Queen of
"That's important, but the thing
"I want to see and do Scots; and Edinburgh castle
that really caught my attention
everything," lamond said. Her which houses the Scottish crown,
was its location ir. Scotland. My
class schedule will be reasonable
great-great-great grandfather to permit time for seeing the Scottish crown, scepter, sword of
state, and other ancient regalia.
came to this country from
country and getting to know other More than 473,000 people live in
Scotland."
Edinburgh.
According to family tradition, students.
"If I meet somebody from
The University of Edinburgh
l^imond's ancestor was among a
London who invites me home was founded in 1583. It has more
roup of Scottish immigrants
with them, I want to be able to than 10,000 students.
that included Andrew Carnegie.
Lamond admits that she is "a
Lamond
contacted
the go," she said.
Housing for lamond and the 11 little scared" about going alone
American coordinator of the other American students in the
to a strange campus, city, and
AUIP program, Dr. George
AUIP program will be in bed- country. "But mostly I'm
I-owrey at the University of and-breakfast guest houses near
excited," she said. "The
Illinois. With the cooperation of
the university campus.
excitement is overpowering the
several IA>ngwood officials— Dr.
"I understand these houses are nervousness."
Robert Bartos, dean of the School
similar to the old boarding houses Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.
of Education and Human
in this country," Lamond said. Bruce I^amond, of Staunton, have
Services; Dr. Judy Johnson, head
"The landlady is like a house some misgivings, too. "But they
of the physical education, health,
mother. That will be a new want me to have this
ami recreation department; and
experience for me — I thought opportunity," she said. She hopes
Janet Merling, director of the
house mothers went out of that her parents and several of
therapeutic recreation program
existence a while back."
her five brothers and sisters can
trrangements were made for
She will have to change some of visit her in Edinburgh.
Lamond'fl participation m the
her personal habits. "I won't be
program .uid for the transfer of
taking a morning shower over
academic credit earned at there " lamond said. "Showers
Edinburgh to Ixmgwood.

New Longwood Scholarship
By NOBY LINE
l-mgwood College will award
the first Varna Mae Barr
Scholarship, in the amount of
$2,500. to a rising junior or senior
for the 1987-88 academic year.
in be considered for the
scholarship, students must be
residents of the southwest
inia counties of Wise, I-ee,
Scott, Dukenson, Buchanan, or
Washington.
The
holarship
was
established In honor of the late
I,I Mae Barr by alumni of
Wise High School and J.J. Kelly
h School. It la the largest
single scholarship at i-ongwood
supported by a private gift endowment.

"We are deeply grateful to Ms.
Sarah Fugate, of Abingdon, for
her leadership in establishing the
Verna Mae Barr Scholarship,"
said Donald I^emish, I>ongwood's
vice president for institutional
advancement. "Many other
persons have provided gift
support to establish the endowment, and we appreciate all
of these gifts."
Rising juniors and seniors at
Ix)ngwood who wish to be
considered for the scholarship
should contact the college's
Financial Aid Office as soon as
Ible.
Announcement of the first
pient of the scholarship will
be made In April.

Miss Barr was a teacher and
librarian in Wise County from
1931 to 1977, one of the longest
tenures of service in that school
system.
After graduating from Wise
High School in 1929, Miss Barr
attended Longwood for two years
and obtained her teacher's
certificate. In 1941, after attending summer sessions at
Longwood, she received her
bachelor of science degree.
She began her teaching career
at Pound, then transferred to
Esserville. In 1934, she began
teaching third grade in Wise. She
later taught high school English
and served as librarian until her
retirement.
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CREATIVE MEDIA SERVICES

Box 5955

Berkeley. Ca. 94705

DOMINO'S
PIZZA®
One Call Does It AIIITM
The only pina company that delivers
both product and service1.
THE EXTRAVAGANZZA

MENU:
All pizzas include our
special blend of sauce and
100% real dairy cheese!

OUR SUPERB
CHEESE PIZZA
12" CHEESE...$5.20
16" CHEESE...$7.20
12"

16"

1 item
$6.00 $8.45
VJ and '/» . . .$6.00
$8.45
2 items
$6.85 $9.70
3 items
$7.70 $10.95
4 items
$8.55 $12.20

DOMINO'S DELUXE
Five items for the price
of 3; Pepperoni,
mushrooms, onions, green
peppers, and sausage or
beef.
12" DELUXE...$7.70
16" DELUXE...$10.95

Special portions of 9
items for the price of 5;
Pepperoni, mushrooms,
bacon, green olives,
onions, green peppers,
ground beef, sausage,
ham.
12' EXTRAVANGANZZATM
$9.35
16" EXTRAVAGANZZAIM
$13.50

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
Pepperoni, mushrooms,
black olives, green
olives, onions, green
peppers, ground beef,
sausage, ham, hot
peppers, double cheese,
extra thick crust.
Coke*'' available in 16 oz.
non-returnable bottles—
65«
All prices include tax.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

